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ABSTRACT

A common criteria for Explainable AI (XAI) is to support users in
establishing appropriate trust in the AI – rejecting advice when
it is incorrect, and accepting advice when it is correct. Previous
findings suggest that explanations can cause an over-reliance on
AI (overly accepting advice). Explanations that evoke appropriate
trust are even more challenging for decision-making tasks that
are difficult for humans and AI. For this reason, we study decision-
making by non-experts in the high-uncertainty domain of stock
trading. We compare the effectiveness of three different explanation
styles (influenced by inductive, abductive, and deductive reasoning)
and the role of AI confidence in terms of a) the users’ reliance on
the XAI interface elements (charts with indicators, AI prediction,
explanation), b) the correctness of the decision (task performance),
and c) the agreement with the AI’s prediction. In contrast to previous
work, we look at interactions between different aspects of decision-
making, including AI correctness, and the combined effects of AI
confidence and explanations styles. Our results show that specific
explanation styles (abductive and deductive) improve the user’s task
performance in the case of high AI confidence compared to inductive
explanations. In other words, these styles of explanations were able
to invoke correct decisions (for both positive and negative decisions)
when the system was certain. In such a condition, the agreement
between the user’s decision and the AI prediction confirms this
finding, highlighting a significant agreement increase when the AI
is correct. This suggests that both explanation styles are suitable
for evoking appropriate trust in a confident AI.

Our findings further indicate a need to consider AI confidence
as a criterion for including or excluding explanations from AI inter-
faces. In addition, this paper highlights the importance of carefully
selecting an explanation style according to the characteristics of
the task and data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The spread of innovative Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms
assists many individuals in their daily life decision-making tasks but
also in sensitive domains such as disease diagnosis [4], and credit
risk [54]. However, a great majority of these algorithms are of a
black-box nature, bringing the need to make themmore transparent
and interpretable along with the establishment of guidelines to
help users manage these systems [3, 47]. The eXplainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI) research field tries to achieve these goals by
providing tools for supporting users in AI-assisted decision-making
and uncovering the AI’s error boundaries [8]. The XAI community
investigated numerous factors influencing subjective [59, 64] and
objective [38, 63] metrics in the user-AI team, such as the effects of
presenting AI-related information and explanations to users. There
have been contrasting effects of presenting explanations observed in
different work in the literature. On the one hand, previous research
demonstrated that explanations might cause users to follow the
AI’s advice more often, even when it is wrong [56], or lead users
to create an incorrect mental model of the AI system [16]. On the
other hand, if we consider studies focusing on people having low
domain expertise, we have results indicating overconfidence [51, 65]
(users that rely mainly on their ability to make a decision) but also
overreliance [12] (users relying primarily on the automatic support).
Such results may derive from the different settings in these studies,
indicating the need for further research identifying the factors
causing the different user behaviour.

In recent studies, a factor that gained attention is AI confidence
in predictions, which quantifies how likely the AI will correctly
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classify an individual prediction. Some results show an influence
of a confident AI on users’ trust and agreement with the AI’s pre-
dictions, even if its suggestion is wrong [48, 55]. However, there is
also evidence that such confidence does not improve the task per-
formance (i.e., the ability to make a correct decision) of the AI-user
team [61].

Other studies focused on identifying factors improving task per-
formance. Lai and Tan [39] found that showing the AI’s prediction
increases task performance. Other research [13, 35] shows that the
correctness of the AI predictions strongly influences the user’s deci-
sion. Hence, AI-related information like confidence and correctness
may play a fundamental role in users’ decision-making processes,
but their effect also depends on experimental settings.

Finally, human-centered aspects such as presenting and selecting
the appropriate explanation technique are usually overlooked in
the literature. The focus is usually on algorithms or comparing the
presence and the absence of explanations. However, even the same
technique may have different effects if presented through differ-
ent visualizations. Recent studies started covering these aspects,
for instance, by contextualizing explanations [11] or comparing
visual, textual or hybrid explanations [61]. We focus here on the
reasoning triggered by explanations, which results in an effective
or ineffective understanding of the AI suggestions if not carefully
selected according to the presented data. Previous literature in this
field is sparse but includes attempts to classify the techniques into
inductive, abductive, and deductive styles according to Pierce’s the-
ory [15], and highlighting different effects between inductive and
deductive styles in the image classification domain [13].

In this paper, we investigate the interactions between different
aspects of decision-making, focusing in particular on the combined
effects of AI confidence and the explanation reasoning style (induc-
tive, abductive, and deductive). We hypothesise that a confident
AI creates consistent explanations, which users can effectively use
for accepting or rejecting the AI suggestion only if they trigger
the appropriate reasoning type. To demonstrate this, we set up a
user study controlling AI-related information in an XAI interface,
including a) the correctness of the AI suggestion, b) AI confidence
and c) explanations presented with logical reasoning styles (i.e.,
inductive, abductive, and deductive) [15]. We analyse these factors
on i) users’ reliance on the XAI interface elements (stock charts,
AI prediction, and explanation), ii) users’ task performance, and
iii) agreement with the AI. We do this in the stock market domain,
allowing us to study decision-making in a high-uncertainty domain
like a stock trading task, and which factors evoke appropriate trust
in decisions that are difficult for both humans and AI.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the considered factors in an
online study with 184 participants, where users interacted with an
AI-assisted trading platform simulator to buy or sell four different
stocks. Our results show that AI confidence impacts the relative
ranks between the use of the different information types presented
in the XAI interface – users rely more on the instance data in case of
a low-confidence prediction while rely equally on the AI prediction
and the instance data in case of high confidence. In addition, we
registered a positive significant effect of the abductive and deductive
explanation styles on task performance when the AI confidence is
high. The same configurations (high AI confidence plus abductive
or deductive style explanations) lead to an increased agreement

with the prediction when the AI is correct. To summarize, this paper
makes the following contributions:

• We show that AI-related factors such as confidence and cor-
rectness interact with human-centered properties of an XAI
interface, particularly the explanation reasoning style, in the
decision-making process. On the one hand, the quality of the
explanation depends on the confidence of the AI prediction.
On the other hand, users receive such information only if its
presentation triggers an effective reasoning style.

• We provide a set of guidelines for effectively including (or
excluding) explanations in XAI interfaces when non-expert
users decide in a high-uncertainty domain, validating the
effects on different aspects of the decision-making process
(reliance, agreement and task performance) of the AI confi-
dence, AI correctness, and different explanation styles.

The paper has the following organisation. Section 2 introduces
the related work. Section 3 describes the method, hypotheses and
settings of the user study, while Section 4 discusses the results.
Section 5 proposes a discussion of the results by highlighting their
implications and limitations. We conclude the article and describe
our plans for future work in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK

This section covers the research we used for i) contextualizing
our study in the stock trading domain and ii) motivating the ques-
tions investigated in this paper. We start from summarizing the
frequently used XAI techniques concerning financial forecasting,
for providing an overview the available options for the classifica-
tion model and the explanations. Then, we cover the state of the
art in the estimation of the AI confidence on machine learning
models. Next, we briefly describe humans’ logical reasoning styles
and motivate why they may improve XAI explanations. Finally we
frame the state of the art in XAI system evaluations, focusing on
identifying methods and metrics employed.

2.1 XAI on Stock Market Prediction

The ever-growing field of machine learning applications has led to
considerable advancements in many domains, including financial
forecasting. Nevertheless, most of these techniques are black-box,
needing to explain why a model reached a specific output(s). A
performant and widely used class of models for predicting stock
market trends are Tree-based, like Random Forest (RF) [2, 9, 33,
36, 37, 50], which are recommended for financial forecasting and
suitable for both classification/regression tasks. However, if we
consider a classification task like predicting future stock market
trends, these models’ performances are naturally bounded to the
selected stocks and trading window [9, 50]. Thus, we may expect
a great accuracy performance (> 90%) in predicting stock trends,
for example, 30 days ahead, but the accuracy decreases (< 75%)
when predicting price trends that are 5 or 7 days ahead. Since we
are interested in predicting stock market trends on a short-term
window (7 days) while having a reasonable model accuracy (at least
> 70%), we chose a Random Forest for classification tasks in our
experiments. The stock market prediction task enables us to set up a
user evaluation where the AI’s predicted trend can actually support
novice traders in buying or selling stocks since we expect that
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novice users are unfamiliar with stock trading. However, additional
information is needed for users to understand better AI’s decisions,
which can be delivered using eXplainable Artificial Intelligence
(XAI) techniques.

The eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [8] research presents
many ways to explore the reasons behind predictions, making mod-
els more trustworthy and offering investors and traders the tools for
making better decisions. The two most common techniques used in
the literature for explaining financial forecasting are LIME (Local
Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations) [49] and SHapley Addi-
tive exPlanations (SHAP) [44]. These techniques are generally valid
for financial market forecasting because they explain an opaque
model’s decision locally or globally, giving insights into the features
(i.e., technical indicators, stock-related news, buy/trigger signals,
etc.) that contributed to the model’s outputs. While LIME creates
a linear model from the black-box one to interpret its predictions
by perturbing the input of data samples, SHAP explains individual
predictions by computing the contribution of each feature to the
prediction leveraging the coalition game theory. For example, the
authors of [6] and [23] created an interactive dashboard for price
prediction movements based on time series and integrated it with
LIME explanations on the stock-related news to trigger buy or sell
signals. Further, Benhamou et al. [10] used SHAP contributions to
explain potential stock market crashes at a given date, while Grado-
jevic et al. [24] used SHAP to get an insight into option pricing
before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, there
is still a lack of studies that examine how these XAI techniques
impact users in a real stock trading scenario.

2.2 AI Confidence Estimation

As mentioned in the previous sections, we can catalogue the stock
market prediction task as a high-uncertainty domain considering
both humans and artificial decision-makers. Consequently, this
domain needs to include relevant information like AI confidence
accompanied by explanations to explain the model’s decisions. We,
therefore, illustrate the notion of confidence used in this paper con-
cerning previous work. In recent years, many articles focused on
computing how likely a single model prediction would be correct,
formally called confidence or uncertainty. Previous research [31, 34]
categorizes uncertainty into two types: epistemic and aleatoric
[31]. Epistemic uncertainty refers to the uncertainty generated by a
lack of knowledge of the model and can be reduced by adding more
data. Aleatoric uncertainty refers to the notion of variance and ran-
domness that is intrinsic in any process and cannot be reduced with
more data. Consideringmachine learning (ML) models like Decision
Trees and Random Forests, uncertainty estimation can be accom-
plished using approaches based on relative likelihood [52]. Further,
a novel method to estimate local confidence in ML models account-
ing of both epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty based on nearest
neighbors is MACEst (Model Agnostic Confidence Estimator) [27],
which provides trustworthy and calibrated [28] confidence esti-
mates. We thus use MACEst for extracting AI confidence estimates
from the Random Forest model.

2.3 Human Reasoning Styles

Explanations inform users about the AI’s decisions and may elicit
cognitive patterns aligned with how users think and reason. Thus,
human reasoning styles may act as a bridge to improve XAI expla-
nations and mitigate cognitive biases [45, 57]. Previous literature
proposed different explanation styles that can be represented via the
theory of Pierce [20], which defines three logical reasoning styles:
inductive, abductive, and deductive. Inductive reasoning involves
drawing a general conclusion from a set of specific observations.
Abductive reasoning begins with an incomplete set of observa-
tions and proceeds to the likeliest possible explanation. Deductive
reasoning starts with general rules and examines the possibilities
to reach a specific, logical conclusion. Only a few studies anal-
ysed the impact of presenting explanations using logical reasoning
styles on users. Buçinca et al. [13] briefly discussed how inductive
and deductive reasoning explanations, which were designed via
example-based explanations and general rules from the simulated
AI respectively, impacted users in a nutrition-related scenario. An-
other article that studied explanation styles which falls into Pierce’s
theory is from Van Der Waa et al. [56], which compared contrastive
example-based and rule-based explanations’ effects on users. The
example-based ones referred to historical situations similar to the
current one and resemble inductive reasoning, while the rule-based
ones were rendered via if... then... statements and elicit deductive
style. Consequently, we investigate the impact of presenting expla-
nations via logical reasoning styles (i.e., inductive, abductive, and
deductive) considering metrics like users’ reliance [18, 30, 43], task
performance [13] and decision agreement with the AI [61].

2.4 Evaluating Explainable AI Systems

The widespread usage of complex AI systems supporting users
during decision-making in diverse applications led researchers
to find more rigorous ways to evaluate explainable AI systems
[17, 41, 46, 62]. We built our user evaluation based on the tax-
onomies described below. Doshi-Velez and Kim [17] suggested a tax-
onomy for evaluating XAI systems approaches on interpretability,
categorized into i) application-grounded evaluation, which involves
domain experts evaluated in actual tasks, ii) human-grounded eval-
uation, which considers novice users evaluated in simplified tasks,
and iii) functionally-grounded evaluation, which requires no user
human experiments and a formal definition of interpretability
serves as a proxy for explanation quality. Mohseni et a. [46] pre-
sented a survey and a framework for a multidisciplinary approach
to XAI interfaces focused on design goals for different XAI user
groups and the corresponding evaluation measures. In a more re-
cent article, Zhou et al. [62] propose a taxonomy for XAI evaluation
methods, further distinguishing two types of metrics: subjective and
objective. Subjective metrics consider users’ experience on the AI-
assisted decision task such as trust and satisfaction, while objective
ones involve measuring information like users’ task performance
or task completion time.

In our study, we went for a human-grounded evaluation or real
task [13], where users completed actual decision-making tasks on
stock trading assisted by an AI. For the evaluation metrics, we
decided to use the reliance [18, 30, 43] subjective measure, which
is frequently used in the literature to collect information on users’
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trust in the ML model. We decided to measure users’ reliance in
ranking the available elements of the XAI interface (charts with
indicators, AI prediction with confidence, and explanation) with
different levels of AI confidence. For the objective measures, we
measured users’ task performance [13], and agreement [61] with
AI decisions. For all three measures we are considering different
levels of AI confidence, logic-style explanations, and AI correctness
on predictions.

3 STUDY DESIGN

We carried out a user study based on a stock market trading task to
assess the effect of AI confidence, AI correctness and reasoning style
explanations on reliance, task performance, and agreement. We
asked participants to give their decision on buying/selling a stock
providing themwith an instance (stock chart with indicators), the AI
prediction, and prediction confidence (i.e., AI uncertainty expressed
as confidence percentage), and one among the four explanation
styles considered (no explanation, inductive, abductive, and
deductive).

Below we list the levels for each of our assessed independent
variables

• The explanation type, has four levels: “no explanation”,
inductive, abductive, and deductive.

• The AI confidence, which has two levels: low and high.
• The AI correctness, which has two levels: wrong and cor-
rect.

We measured their effect on three dependent variables:
• The users’ reliance on the different types of information
provided to the user, including the stock chart with indica-
tors, the AI information (prediction and confidence), and the
explanation, measured as a ranking.

• The task performance, which is whether the action (buy/sell)
the user decides to assign to the current stock is correct or
not (i.e., it brings financial benefit).

• The agreement with the AI, which is whether the user
confirms the AI prediction with his/her decision.

3.1 Materials

Datasets. For defining the stock market trading tasks, we used
daily data about four different stocks available at Yahoo Finance1,
considering the time between May 2017 and August 2022: Cipla
Limited (CIPLA.NS), United States Steel Corporation (X), Redington
(India) Limited (REDINGTON.NS) and Kohl’s Corporation (KSS).
We chose these stocks randomly from a pool of about 500 since
they were the ones for which our model performed best considering
metrics such as accuracy (above 70%) followed by precision, recall
and F1 score. Although most of these stocks have a history of 20
years and more, we decided to set the historical data to train the
model to five years for the following reasons. First, we decided
to train our model for mid-term forecasting, and a five-year range
was suitable for developing performant models considering the
abovementioned metrics. Second, we believe that users with almost
no experience with trading cannot conduct any technical analysis
on the historical chart price, and presenting them with 20 years or

1https://finance.yahoo.com/

more of price history could be overwhelming and misleading for
the scope of the task. Instead, providing them with short time spans
(e.g., one year) may not provide enough context. Lastly, we would
like to guide users to think more about the stock in the short-mid
term, letting them focus on the technical indicators’ meaning and
guidance together with the AI suggestion, confidence, and expla-
nation. Similarly to other work on predicting stock market prices
using times-series data [9], we performed exponential smoothing
(𝛼 = 0.65) as a good practice to remove random variation in the data
and improve the model training process. Afterwards, we computed
several well-known technical indicators we will use as features in
our models, which we explain and motivate below.

Classification problem. For providing its advice to the user, the
AI has to predict the price trend of the considered stock for the next
week (7 days ahead), as the difference between the closing price of
the next week and the closing price of today. If this value is positive,
the stock will increase in price, and the AI should recommend
buying the stock in the buy task and to not selling the stock in the
sell task. If the price trend is negative, the stock will decrease in
price, and the AI will recommend selling the stock in the sell task
and to not buying the stock in the buy task. Hence, the decision
variable will have two values, resulting in a binary classification:

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 =

{
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖 𝑓 𝑃7𝐷 ≥ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑦

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖 𝑓 𝑃7𝐷 < 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑦

Classification models. To solve this classification problem, we
used a Random Forest (RF) model, a popular and performant ap-
proach suitable for this type of task [2, 9, 50]. We initially trained
one RF model for each of the four stocks, using different technical
indicators as features. We considered the Relative Strength Indica-
tor (RSI) [60], the Stochastic Oscillator on K days (STOCH %K) [40],
the Advance-Decline Line (ADX) [60], the Moving Average Cross-
over Divergence (MACD) [5], the Price Rate of Change (PROC) [1],
the On Balance Volume (OBV) [25], the Accumulation Distribu-
tion Line (ADL), the Momentum (MOM) [42], the Average True
Range (ATR) [60], the Daily News Sentiment Index [53], the Ease
of Movement (EMV) [32], and the 200-day moving average.

To avoid any look-ahead bias, we split each dataset chronologi-
cally by picking the first 85% of the instances for the training set
and the remaining 15% for the test set.

We trained a model for each stock using 300 estimators (trees)
and using six samples as the minimum number of samples required
to split an internal node. Next, we used Recursive Feature Elimina-
tion (RFE) as a feature selection technique to improve the classifi-
cation accuracy, reducing the set of features from 12 to 5, which
are the same for each stock. The test set accuracy scores after the
feature selection procedure are about 71% for each stock, which
is reasonable performance compared to other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches [2, 9, 50]. The resulting features used to train the model
are:

• MACD: triggers technical signals when it crosses above (to
buy) or below (to sell) the zero line. The further away from
zero, the stronger the signal generated.
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• ATR:measures the volatility of a stock. A stock experiencing
a high level of volatility has a higher ATR, and a low-volatility
stock has a lower ATR (computed on 14 days).

• EMV: fluctuates around the zero line. Positive EMV indicate
positive money flow and buying pressure. Negative EMV in-
dicate selling pressure and negative money flow. The further
away from zero, the stronger the signal generated (computed
on 14 days).

• RSI: values range from 0 to 100. When RSI is above 70, the
stock is overbought and may be subject to a decrease in price.
Instead, when RSI is below 30, the stock is oversold and may
be subject to an increase in price (computed on 14 days).

• News Sentiment: the Daily News Sentiment Index [53] is
a high frequency measure of economic sentiment based on
lexical analysis of economics-related news articles. Higher
values indicate more positive sentiment, and lower values
indicate more negative sentiment (see article [53] for more
details).

Instance selection. After deploying the RF model, we proceeded
with selecting the instances to include in the user study.We selected
4 instances for each stock with all the combinations of AI confi-
dence and AI correctness (i.e., low-correct, low-wrong, high-correct
and high-wrong), 32 in total. For each participant, we randomly
assign to an instance a reasoning style (no explanation, inductive,
abductive, deductive), ensuring balance across the experimental
conditions. After that, we computed the explanation of the AI pre-
diction as described in Section 3.1.1. For selecting the instances,
we proceeded as follows. First, we calculated the AI Confidence
values on the modified RF models using the Model Agnostic Confi-
dence Estimator (MACEst) [27] algorithm on each of the four stocks,
considering only the epistemic uncertainty [31] and converting it
into a confidence score ranging from 0 to 100. Then, we computed
the quartiles on the confidence scores for each stock and used the
second quartile (𝑄2) to establish the threshold for high vs low AI
confidence. The second quartile (𝑄2) threshold value was about
57%, and the confidence score distributions for each stock were
very similar. We assigned an instance to a low AI confidence if
its value was ≤ 𝑄2 and the others to a high AI confidence. Next,
we randomly picked 16 low and 16 high AI confidence instances
for each stock. Each set contains 8 instances where the AI makes
the correct prediction and 8 where the AI is wrong. The final low
confidence values we collected ranged from 12% to 55%, and the
high confidence values ranged from 75% to 90%.

3.1.1 Generating the explanations. Inductive explanations. We
use local example-based explanations retrieved by the k-NN algo-
rithm inside MACEst. The example selection technique (k-NN) for
generating the explanations has no binding with the prediction
model. Nevertheless, the technique is widely used in the XAI liter-
ature [14, 55, 56, 58]. Given a test instance, we visualize the three
nearest neighbours in the training set through a table showing i)
the date of the neighbour example, ii) the price of the stock, iii)
the values of the indicators and iv) the AI prediction on the price
increase/decrease of the neighbour sample (see Fig. 1 D, inductive
explanation).

Abductive explanations. We use local explanations based on
the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) framework [44], which

provides a set of techniques to generate explanations for individual
predictions by computing the contribution of each feature in favour
or against the final prediction. Given the stock price values and
indicators represented as a table row, we map the weight of each
feature in the prediction obtained by Shapley values to the cell
background colour. We used red to represent contributions to a
price increase outcome and blue for a price decrease. The opacity
indicates the strength of the contribution based on Shapley values.
The tabular representation of the SHAP explanations was inspired
by SHAPTable [16] (see Fig. 1 D, abductive explanation).

Deductive explanations. We used an algorithm called Col-
lection of High Importance Random Path Snippets (CHIRPS) [29],
which generates a rule-based local explanation having high pre-
cision and coverage, enriched with a contrastive explanation [45].
CHIRPS extracts a rule explaining the prediction outcome in a tab-
ular form as follows: each row includes an indicator tested against
a threshold value (higher or lower), contributing the most to the
RF classification. The column called “Contrast” shows how much
the precision deteriorates if we exclude the indicator considered
in the table row from the rule (counterfactual case). The last col-
umn “Decision” contains the RF classification result (see Fig. 1 D,
deductive explanation).

3.2 Procedure

To verify our hypotheses, we carried out an online user study for
the stock market trading task using the Prolific platform2. First,
participants read a document containing a brief description of the
study and filled the informed consent form. Then, the test intro-
duced participants trading tasks, asking them to take their time
when completing the tasks, and to imagine owning the stock shares
and make profit as the goal of trading session. To encourage the
commitment in this goal, we have included real profit for partici-
pants by setting a bonus payment for every correct answer. After
the introduction, the test included a short tutorial video (2min 30s)
describing each part of the XAI interface, including the goal of the
buying and selling tasks and the meaning of the technical indicators.
The tutorial was available also during the tasks.

Next, each participant completed four trading tasks. This number
allowed us to balance the tradeoff between the number of partic-
ipants and the time required for completing the test. Two tasks
were of type buy, and two of type sell in a randomized order. In a
buying task, participants are supposed to have a budget of $100.
They have to decide whether or not to invest them into buying
stocks of the considered company (see Section 3.1), considering
past information on price, the indicators, the AI’s advice and the
explanation (if provided by the experimental condition). In the sell
task, participants are supposed to own stocks worth $100 of the
considered company. By using the same information provided in
a buying task, they have to decide whether to sell the stocks or
keep them and wait for a price increase. After each task, we placed
an attention question (4 per user) where the answer was explic-
itly reported in the question text for ensuring the quality of the
collected data. Further, we considered only the instances with a
minimum of 2 positive attention checks for the user study. Each
participant completed a task (either buy or sell) for each of the

2https://www.prolific.co
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Figure 1: Interface of the stock trading tasks. (A) Task description of the buy and sell tasks. (B) Stock price with indicators

where users can explore the chart timeline via specific time intervals using the range panel, filter in between two dates, and the

slider. Users can further display the technical indicators’ meaning by hovering the info buttons. (C) AI prediction, suggestions

on buying/selling, and confidence (in this case, a low confidence is shown). (D) Logic-style explanations: inductive, abductive,

and deductive (the “no explanation” condition is obtained by hiding the explanation box). Users can use the info buttons to

obtain more information about the column names for each explanation style.

Explanation Style independent variable in a randomised order.
Each task considered a different stock. Furthermore, each of the
trading tasks was counter-balanced between participants on the AI
Correctness and AI Confidence levels. Fig. 1 shows structure of
the interface for making the decision, including an example stock
price and indicators chart and one explanation per type. The pro-
tocol has been formally approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Cagliari3.

We recruited about 250 participants through Prolific, collecting
1000 decisions from users. We set this number considering the re-
sults of the power analysis, indicating the need for 735 instances
(see Section 3.4) and considering that, in previous studies, we re-
ceived about 30% of tasks having a failed attention check. We paid
each participant £5 for completing all the tasks. On average, the
four tasks lasted 25 minutes, with a reward per hour of £12, which
the platform recognizes as a fair payment for participants. We re-
warded participants with £0.5 for every correct classification. Once
we discarded the instances having a faulting attention check, we
considered 734 instances for the analysis.

The Prolific Platform provides information about Age, sex, level
of education and task completion time for each participant. In

3Received on 4 October 2022, Prot. 0213930

addition, we collected the following information through specific
questions:

• Stock trading experience: we asked participants their expe-
rience in trading stocks with the following statement: “ Do
you have any experience in trading stocks?”. The available
answers were “No experience”, “Little experience”, “Good
experience”, and “Vast experience”.

• Reliance: a ranking of the information included in the XAI
interface, namely the instance (stock charts with indicators),
AI information (prediction and confidence) and explanation.
Participants responded to the statement: “Please rank the
following information in terms of how much it helped you
in making a decision: a) charts with indicators, b) AI infor-
mation, c) explanation”.

• Task performance:whether the participant’s final decision
is correct or not. The possible values are “correct” when the
participant’s answer is correct and “wrong” otherwise.

• Agreement: whether the participant’s final decision agrees
with the AI prediction or not. The possible values are “yes”
when the decision matches the AI prediction and “no” other-
wise.
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3.3 Hypotheses

For studying the user’s Reliance, we asked the participants to rank
the types of information displayed in Figure 1: i) the stock charts and
indicators, ii) the AI prediction and confidence, iii) the explanation.
This ranking was limited to the experimental conditions including
explanations.

The study considers participants having low domain expertise.
Previous research shows that non-expert users may show over-
confidence in their ability to analyse a problem and make deci-
sions in an AI-assisted context [51, 65], or delegate the decision
to the automatic support, without activating analytical cognitive
processes [12]. Considering these facts, we expect that overcon-
fident study participants under-rely on the system to trust their
own judgement first, and use the stock chart and indicators as their
primary information source. In contrast, when the participant over-
relies on the AI, its prediction would be expected to be the primary
information source. In addition, previous literature suggests that us-
ing explanations increases over-reliance [51]. We believe that theAI
Confidence is likely to influence whether over- or under-reliance
occurs, and thus which information the participants’ use in the first
instance. Such an influence should occur in particular when the
user inspects the explanations. A high AI Confidence results in
consistent explanations, which may persuade the user to follow the
AI’s advice. So the AI prediction and the instance presentation (i.e.,
charts and indicators) should have a comparable reliance. Instead,
low AI confidence values may lead to weak explanations, rais-
ing some doubts on the suggested decision. Thus, the participant
should rely on his/her ability to evaluate the information about the
stock, indicating this part of the interface as the primary source for
deciding.

In summary, we formulated Hypothesis 1 as follows:

H1: The user’s Reliance on the information provided in XAI
interfaces depends on AI Confidence level:

H1a: When the AI Confidence is high, the user will primarily
rely on the charts with indicators or the AI prediction,
then on the explanation.

H1b: When the AI Confidence is low, the user will primarily
rely on the charts with indicators, then on the explanation
or the AI prediction.

The reasoning on the reliance also guides our hypothesis on
Task Performance. The different levels of AI Confidence should
impact how participants use the information provided by the AI
and the explanation. A high level of AI Confidence results in expla-
nations that better “argue for” the AI’s suggestion. The participant
should, via the explanation, get useful insight that enables them
to accept or reject the suggestion. Such insights are not available
in case of low confidence predictions, which should use provide
weaker or contradictory arguments. So, we do not have particular
expectations on the explanation effect when the confidence is low,
or when explanations are not available.

In addition, we expect that the Explanation Style impacts the
user’s interpretation. The inductive style provides a set of similar
examples, but their interpretation requires an effort similar to the
instance inspection for the user, who should analyse the stock price
and indicators for previous points in time. Instead, abductive and
deductive explanations provide an interpretation of these values,

which may be convincing or not for the user. So, we believe that
Explanation Style moderates the Task Performance only in
case of a high AI confidence. Other studies [61] demonstrated
that reporting AI Confidence failed to improve the user’s task
performance. We deepen this analysis by considering explanations
that, in our opinion, are a more informative way to present AI
Confidence.

In summary, we formulate the Hypothesis 2 as follows:
H2: Users’ Task Performance is moderated by the interaction

between AI Confidence and the Explanation Style:
H2a: When theAI Confidence is high, abductive Explanation

Style leads to a higher Task Performance if compared
against the inductive.

H2b: When theAI Confidence is high, deductive Explanation
Styles leads to a higher Task Performance if compared
against the inductive.

We expect that users’ agreement may depend on the interac-
tion between AI confidence, the explanation style, and also AI
correctness. Specifically, we believe that users’ agreement may
increase in the presence of abductive and deductive explanation
styles with high AI confidence and AI correct predictions. The
reasoning is similar to the one we described for H2. Abductive and
Deductive styles are more suited to convey relevant arguments for
understanding the AI prediction, particularly when the AI confi-
dence is high, which results in consistent explanations. So, if we
suppose that the user performs better (H2a and H2b) in such a case,
this means that s/he is more likely to agree with the AI when it is
correct. We think this is actually the only configuration where non-
experts have relevant and sufficient information for recognising AI
predictions as correct.

We formulated Hypothesis 3 as follows:
H3: Users’ Agreement is moderated by the interaction between

AI correctness, AI Confidence and Explanation Style:
H3a: When then AI Confidence is high, abductive Explana-

tion Style leads to a higher Agreement if the AI Cor-
rectness is correct.

H3b: When then AI Confidence is high, deductive Explana-
tion Style leads to a higher Agreement if the AI Cor-
rectness is correct.

3.4 Analytical Approaches

For H1 (reliance), we assess the results with the Friedman test
[21, 22], analyzing AI confidence values (low and high) separately
to find significant differences in the factors’ distributions. We con-
duct the Nemenyi posthoc analysis when we discover significant
factors in the Friedman test. To assess the number of participants
required to validate this hypothesis, we carried out a power analysis
using G*Power3 [19]. We set the analysis for medium effects (effect
size with Cohen’s d=0.16), an alpha of 0.05 and power of 0.80 for
hypothesis 1. We used the Friedman test and a within-subjects de-
sign, using two levels of AI confidence (low and high) on the three
ranked measurements (charts with indicators, AI prediction and
confidence, and explanation). The results showed that we needed a
sample size of 56 people to catch medium effects.

For H2 (task performance) and H3 (agreement), we used logistic
regression. For H2, the model includes these factors: AI correctness
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(wrong, correct) and the interaction between the explanation (no-
exp, inductive, abductive, deductive) and the AI confidence (low,
high). For H3, we consider the interaction between the explana-
tion (noexp, inductive, abductive, deductive), the AI confidence
(low, high) and the AI correctness (wrong, correct) as factors. The
baselines for the logistic regression factors are: “noexp” for the
explanation, “low” for the AI confidence, and “wrong” for the AI
correctness. For both H2 and H3, the results showed that we needed
a sample size of 735 instances for medium effects (A priori 𝜒2 test
with effect size d=0.16, alpha= 0.05, power=0.80, Df=15). Since each
user sees four different instances (one for each Explanation Style),
we divide the sample size of 735 by four, thus obtaining 184 partici-
pants needed for H2 and H3, considering that for H1 56 people are
sufficient.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Participants

The 184 participants that successfully passed the attention checks
consists of 94 females and 90 males, aged between 19 and 62 years
old (𝑥 = 28.1, 𝑥 = 25, 𝑠 = 8.4). We have ensured that participants
had a good level of English to understand the meaning of technical
indicators through the pre-screening supported by the Prolific plat-
form. The results concerning the stock trading experience show
that 52.2% of users (96) had no experience in trading stocks, and
the remaining 47.8% (88) had little experience. Consequently, no
expert users participated in the stock trading tasks.

4.2 H1: Reliance

For making a decision, the user relies on the information provided
by the XAI interface, including the stock chart with indications, the
AI prediction, and the explanations. Studying the relative impor-
tance of the different information types in making the decision (i.e.,
the Reliance) is relevant for establishing the causes of opposite
phenomena like overconfidence [51, 65] and overreliance [12]. In
H1, we suppose that the AI Confidence impacts the process of
establishing such importance.

To ensure a fair comparison, we excluded participants assigned to
the no explanation condition, resulting in 139 users. The Friedman
test for the Reliance shows a significant difference between three
information types when the ai confidence is high (H1a, 𝜒2(2) =
65.13, df=2, p < .05). The same happens when the ai confidence is
low (H1b, 𝜒2(2) = 82.41, df = 2, p < .05).

The pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi post-hoc test for mean
rank considering a high AI Confidence (H1a) highlights no signif-
icant differences between the stock chart with indicators and the
AI information on rank 1. The bottom-left side of Figure 2 shows
a significant difference between the explanation compared to AI
information and the stock chart with indicators, placing the expla-
nation at rank 2. Hence, we reject the null hypothesis for H1a and
for high AI confidence and we conclude that users interchange-
ably rely on the stock chart with indicators or AI information as a
primary source of information (rank 1), only then followed by the
explanation. In contrast, the pairwise comparisons considering a
lowAI confidence (H1b) show that users rely themost on the stock
chart with indicators (rank 1), followed by the AI prediction (rank
2) and the explanation (rank 3). So, we reject the null hypothesis for

Figure 2: Rank frequencies for users’ reliance split by AI con-

fidence (top) and AI correctness (bottom). Each line indicates

whether exists a significant difference between a pair of lev-

els, and the asterisks highlight the degree of the significance

based on p-value (*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001).

H1b, concluding that users primarily rely on the stock chart with
indicators, and only then on the AI information followed by the
explanation (see top-left side of Figure 2). In summary, for high AI

confidence users rely more on the AI prediction and charts equally,

and less on the explanation. For low AI confidence users rely more

on the charts followed by the AI prediction and lastly, the explanation.

Different studies highlighted a significant impact of a correct AI
prediction on the user’s decision [13, 35]. So, as additional analy-
sis, we further investigated how AI Correctness impacts users’
Reliance in ranking of the interface information. The Friedman
test highlights a significant difference between factors considering
correct (𝜒2(2) = 83.34, df = 2, p < .05) and wrong predictions (𝜒2(2)
= 45.13, df=2, p < .05). We proceeded with a Nemenyi post-hoc test,
which highlighted in both conditions a significantly higher ranking
for charts compared to explanation, and a higher ranking for the
AI prediction and compared to the explanation. We do not regis-
ter any significant difference between the stock charts and the AI
prediction. Considering such results, the levels of AI Correctness
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Figure 3: Task Performance results considering explana-

tion styles and different levels of ai confidence.

set the same Reliance ranking: the primary information types are
the stock charts and the AI prediction, while the explanation is
secondary.

4.3 H2: Task Performance

Which information users rely on should ultimately increase their
ability to make correct decisions. Unfortunately, the literature to
date suggests that users perform worse when supported by AI com-
pared to the users or AI working alone [7, 12, 26]. The information
the system supplies can potentially be misleading. Therefore, it
is relevant to assess how the user performs for different levels of
AI confidence and when they are exposed to different explanation
styles.

Recall that in H2, we suppose an effect of the interaction between
the AI confidence and Explanation Style on task performance.
We report the results of the logistic regression for users’ Task
Performance in Table 1, considering the interaction between AI
Confidence and the Explanation Style.

We found a significant interaction between the AI confidence
and the Explanation style: when the AI confidence is high, ab-
ductive and deductive Explanation styles positively affect Task
Performance while we do not register such an effect on the in-
ductive style (or for low AI confidence). We would expect a “good”
explanation style to increase task performance when the confidence
is high. In the case of high AI confidence, we see a task performance
of 43.0% for the inductive, 52.5% for the abductive, and 50.5% for
the deductive explanation styles, respectively. Hence, we reject the
null hypothesis for H2a and H2b since abductive and deductive
Explanation styles resulted in a higher task performance com-
pared with the inductive style when AI confidence is high (see
Figure 3). In case of low confidence, the best option is avoiding to
show any explanation (52.4% for the noexp style in low AI confi-
dence). The task performance is also generally low, as expected
considering the low expertise of the participants and the balancing
of the experimental conditions.

Figure 4: Agreement results considering explanation

styles and different levels of ai confidence and AI cor-

rectness.

As we did for H1, we investigated whether AI correctnessmay
have an impact on users’ task performance, but did not register
any significant difference (see Table 1).

4.4 H3: Agreement

In establishing the conditions potentially leading to overreliance, it
is relevant to study which factors lead to an agreement between the
final user’s decision and the AI prediction. Specifically, for assessing
H3, we inspect whether users’ Agreement is affected by high AI
confidence coupled with abductive and deductive Explanation
Styles considering AI correct predictions. We report the results of
the logistic regression for users’ Agreement in Table 2 considering
the interaction between AI Correctness, AI Confidence and the
Explanation Style. We found significant interactions among ab-
ductive and deductive explanations styles, high AI confidence
and AI correct predictions, so we reject the null hypothesis for H3a
and H3b (see Figure 4). In particular, we registered a positive effect
(more agreement) for abductive and deductive explanations when
the AI confidence is high and its prediction is correct, as expected in
H3a and H3b. The agreement increases for abductive explanations
from 32.7% registered for a correct and low-confident AI to 46.1%
when it is correct and high-confident. The deductive style explana-
tions in contrast had a higher level of appropriate agreement (when
AI is correct); with an agreement of 38.6% for low confidence, and
54.9% for high confidence.

5 DISCUSSION

For discussing the implications of the findings we presented in this
paper, it is worth summarising the differences between the expected
effects and the actual results in our study. Table 3 shows the list
of hypotheses, the results of their verification in the study data
and additional insights highlighted by the data analysis. Overall,
the results met our expectations, implying some advances in our
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Table 1: Logistic regression results on Task Performance (H2).

Predictor Log-Odds Std. error z-value p

AI correctness [correct] -0.263 0.152 -1.728 .083
Explanation style [inductive] -0.163 0.314 -0.521 .602
Explanation style [abductive] -0.572 0.313 -1.824 .068
Explanation style [deductive] -0.463 0.310 -1.494 .135
AI confidence [high] *-0.625 0.306 -2.044 .041
Explanation style [inductive] * AI confidence [high] 0.370 0.428 0.865 .387
Explanation style [abductive] * AI confidence [high] **1.168 0.427 2.735 .006
Explanation style [deductive] * AI confidence [high] *0.980 0.425 2.305 .021
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Table 2: Logistic regression results on Agreement (H3).

Predictor Log-Odds Std. error z-value p

AI correctness [correct] 0.392 0.470 0.835 .403
Explanation style [inductive] 0.472 0.540 0.874 .381
Explanation style [abductive] 0.611 0.522 1.170 .241
Explanation style [deductive] 0.741 0.523 1.416 0.157
AI confidence [high] *1.067 0.476 2.239 .024
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [inductive] -0.466 0.666 -0.701 .483
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [abductive] -1.177 0.657 -1.790 .073
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [deductive] -1.051 0.652 -1.612 .107
AI correctness [correct] * AI confidence [high] *-1.355 0.629 -2.154 .031
Explanation style [inductive] * AI confidence [high] -0.876 0.674 -1.299 .193
Explanation style [abductive] * AI confidence [high] *-1.503 0.664 -2.265 .023
Explanation style [deductive] * AI confidence [high] -1.094 0.664 -1.648 .099
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [inductive] * AI confidence [high] 0.855 0.885 0.966 .333
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [abductive] * AI confidence [high] **2.358 0.877 2.688 .007
AI correctness [correct] * Explanation style [deductive] * AI confidence [high] *2.0436 0.873 2.339 .019
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

knowledge about the decision process we discuss in Section 5.1. Our
results also have limitations that we acknowledge in Section 5.2.

5.1 Implications

The study results identify implications useful for creatingAI-powered
decision supports and XAI interfaces. All of them should be related
to the task, which is difficult for humans and AI, and to the user
type since we considered people with low domain expertise.

We should use explanations when the AI confidence is high. There
is converging evidence in our results on the combined impact of
the AI Confidence and the Explanation Style when the AI con-
fidence is high. The explanations communicate such confidence
by providing consistent arguments supporting the AI prediction,
independently of its correctness. Even though we do not consider
expert users, our participants made good use of such information,
increasing the number of correct decisions. Besides the results on
the Task Performance, our initial idea was confirmed by the Re-
liance results, where a difference in the confidence level resulted
in different rankings between the types of information in the XAI
interface. When the confidence is low, the ranking is 1) stock charts
and indicators, 2) AI prediction, and 3) explanation. The high con-
fidence “overshadows” significant differences between the charts
and the AI prediction, making them equally important for the final

decision. In addition, the Agreement increases in case of high con-
fidence and correct AI prediction, which aligns with the increased
Task Performance: if the AI is correct and the user agrees, the
final decision would be correct.

When the AI confidence is low, our results suggest that it
would be better not to explain the AI’s prediction: the condition
without explanation registered the highest performance for a lowAI
confidence. Such conclusion is supported by data depicted in Figure
3, showing that users perform better overall without an explanation
and inductive explanations in the AI low confidence condition and,
most importantly, in the results reported in the logistic regression
in Table 1 considering the significant positive impact of high AI
confidence coupled with abductive and deductive explanations.
Such configuration (deductive or abductive explanations with high
AI confidence) also led users to over-rely on AI predictions when
the AI confidence was low, thus lowering the performance (see Fig.
3). This evidence of overreliance is also confirmed in the agreement
hypothesis (H3) since using abductive and deductive explanations
resulted in a higher agreement with wrong AI predictions when
the AI confidence is low.

So, XAI interfaces may use AI confidence as a criterion for
selecting whether or not to show the explanations. While other
relevant factors are unknown in the general case (such as the AI
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Table 3: Hypothesis summary

Hypotheses Notes

H1: Reliance
✓ H1a:When the AI Confidence is high, the user will primarily rely on the charts with

indicators or the AI prediction, then on the explanation.
Same as expected.

✗ H1b:When the AI Confidence is low, the user will primarily rely on the charts with
indicators, then on the explanation or the AI prediction.

User rely on 1) charts, 2) AI pre-
diction, 3) explanations

H2: Task Performance

✓ H2a: When the AI Confidence is high, abductive Explanation Style leads to a higher
Task Performance if compared against the inductive.

No positive effect for noexp and
inductive explanations

✓ H2b:When the AI Confidence is high, deductive Explanation Styles leads to a higher
Task Performance if compared against the inductive.

H3: Agreement

✓ H3a:When then AI Confidence is high, abductive Explanation Style leads to a higher
Agreement if the AI Correctness is correct.

Same as expected.

✓ H3b: When then AI Confidence is high, deductive Explanation Style leads to a higher
Agreement if the AI Correctness is correct.

Same as expected.

correctness), a model needs only the current instance to classify
for evaluating its confidence.

We should carefully select the explanations reasoning style. We
registered all the interesting effects we discussed in the previous
implication considering the abductive and the deductive Explana-
tion Styles. This highlights the relevance of an overlooked aspect
of XAI. To be understood by the user, explanations must trigger
effective reasoning processes, which we should select considering
the current task and, most importantly, the data types describing
the instance. In our study, we used tabular time-series data. Un-
like image or text classification tasks, which usually require low
effort for users, the stock prediction requests cognitive effort for
comparing indicators and finding trends. Triggering an inductive
inference process for explaining the AI prediction is not optimal
for this task because using such information would multiply the
user’s effort, who will ignore the explanation. Instead, deductive
and abductive explanations provide a key for reading the relevant
part of the instance description that leads to the AI prediction. This
resulted in a higher understanding of the AI’s “arguments” and a
more effective acceptance or rejection of the AI’s suggestion.

We believe that this effect depends on both task and data type.
We would expect that for decision tasks that are easier for humans,
such as image classification, the inductive style would be more
effective than in stock trading. In this case, the inspection of an
example set requires a low effort for the user, and establishing a
visual similarity between the image to classify and the examples
identified by the AI could be a more effective way of establishing
trust in the AI prediction (or not).

AI correctness does not change the user’s performance. Providing
correct suggestions does not make a significant difference in the
correctness of the final user’s decision in our experiment. The high
uncertainty of the stock market prediction task and the lack of do-
main expertise of the study participants make them equally likely
to accept or reject both correct and wrong AI predictions. Therefore,
for such a high uncertainty task, the AI correctness does not explain

the over or the under-reliance registered in the literature motivat-
ing our work [12, 51, 65]. Instead, relevant factors for correctly
considering the AI suggestion in our setting are the explanation
style and the AI confidence. Overall, our results suggest that for
guiding non-experts through AI support, it may be more relevant
to be able to estimate and communicate confidence in predictions
through specific explanation styles (abductive and deductive).

5.2 Limitations

This section discusses some limitations in our work, which may
lead to further research.

One limitation to the generalization of the results concerns the
selection of representative elements in our study among the many
available options. This includes the selection of the stock trading
domain, the selected stocks and time frame, the definition of the
buying and selling scenarios, the classification model, and the tech-
nical indicators selected for the evaluation. For each option, we
selected options which balanced the study’s relevance and feasibil-
ity. On the one hand, we tried to replicate a realistic stock trading
scenario, but we also tried tominimize the interface burden for users
with no experience in stock trading. Additionally, we attempted to
mitigate the lack of responsibility for trading using “fake” money
by introducing a bonus reward for correct decisions, motivating
participants to put real effort into the task. Also, we believe that
the choice of technical indicators was a critical component of the
task. Although some fundamental indicators like RSI, MACD, and
news sentiment were present in the XAI interface, other essential
indicators like stock volume or moving average rates would prob-
ably have guided users into different interpretations of the price
movement.

Another limitation regards the generation of logical reasoning
explanations. Although we used well-known state-of-the-art meth-
ods frequently used in other evaluations, we acknowledge that
different XAI techniques using an equivalent reasoning style and
could lead to different results. For example, we rendered the de-
ductive explanation style using a rule-extraction method, which
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generates only one set of rules. We acknowledge that many rule-
extraction techniques exist from RF models, which may extract
more than one set of rules and prioritizes other metrics compared
to CHIRPS, possibly leading to different outcomes.

The last limitation concerns the methods used for estimating
and splitting AI confidence into low and high. We used the MACEst
algorithm since estimates calibrated confidence values, and it was
an appropriate method for our Random Forest models. In addition,
we split AI confidence into low and high levels using the second
quartile (𝑄2) as a threshold. We employed this approach since each
stock had similar confidence distributions and the accuracy of the
RF models was very close to each other. Further studies are needed
to find more generalizable approaches.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper contributes to advancing the knowledge in the AI sup-
port to user decisions by investigating the effects of AI confidence
and the explanation reasoning styles on 1) the reliance on the infor-
mation types included in an XAI interface, 2) the task performance
(i.e., making the correct decision) and 3) the agreement between
the AI suggestion and the final user’s decision. We focus on the
stock market domain for studying high-uncertainty tasks for both
human beings and AI. We conducted a user study including 184 par-
ticipants making selling and buying decisions on four stocks. The
results show that users primarily rely on charts and AI predictions
equally when AI confidence is high, while low confidence values
lead users to rely the most on charts.Abductive and deductive ex-
planation styles positively impact users’ task performance when
the AI is confident and contribute to a higher agreement when the
AI is correct and with high confidence.

In future work, we aim to investigate open questions not covered
by the results of this study. First, we will investigate the effective-
ness of the different explanation styles in different domains and
their relationship with the data type presenting the classification
instance. In addition, we will try to understand if other XAI tech-
niques (including counterfactual reasoning) leveraging the same
reasoning style have similar effects. Finally, we want to investi-
gate the relationship between domain expertise, AI confidence, and
correctness in task performance.
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